NOTIFICATION

It is notified for the information of all concerned that the results of the MDS Part I (S) Examinations January 2020 (2018 admission) is published.

The application for retotalling and photocopy of the Answer scripts and score sheets shall be submitted by online (www.kuhs.ac.in) through the Principal of the College concerned on or before 13.03.2020

- Fee for re-totalling - Rs. 210/- (Rupees two hundred and ten only) per QP Code.
- Fee for obtaining photocopy of Answer script – Rs. 525/- (Rupees Five hundred and twenty-five only) per QP Code
- Fee for photocopy of Score Sheet – Rs. 525/- (Rupees Five hundred and twenty-five only) per QP Code

Mode of payment – The principal /head of the institution should collect fee for retotalling, copy of answer book and scoresheet from all the candidates and remit the consolidated amount to the university fund online in a SINGLE TRANSACTION. Separate online fee remittance by the candidates directly will not be permitted

The hard copy of the applications for re-totaling and photocopy of answer book and score sheet along with copy of proof for the online remittance of the consolidated amount to the university fund shall be forwarded to the undersigned by the Principal/Head of the Institution.
Last date for the receipt of the hard copy of the application for re-totalling/photocopy of Answer Script & Score Card is **19.03.2020**

**Important points to be noted in online payment**

1. Payment can be made for the consolidated amount using internet banking and credit card only.

2. Colleges should not wait for the last minute of the date/time fixed for remittance because there may have problem of connectivity and consequent failure of online remittance and delay in making payments, for which the remitter alone will be responsible.

3. Fee for a particular Examination shall not be clubbed with fee for re-totalling of score sheets of another examination or any other fee.

**Sd/-**
Controller of Examinations

To
Principals / Head of Institutions of all PG Dental Colleges Affiliated to KUHS

**Copy to:**
PA to VC/PVC/Registrar/CE/FO/PRO

Systems Manager for publishing in the University website